Chief Executive Officer
•

Provide vision, strategy and leadership

•

Strengthen the organisation’s governance model

•

Deliver the Christian mission through education

•

Enable performance and growth

The organisation and position
Anglican Schools Corporation (the Corporation) seeks an outstanding CEO to bring vision and leadership
to the organisation. The Corporation’s purpose is to grow a community of interdependent Anglican
schools which communicate the gospel of Jesus Christ through word and deed. It currently operates
through some 2,400 employees and serves more than 15,000 students and families in 16 schools across
NSW.
The CEO leads the organisation that enables the growth and performance of its existing schools, and the
development of new schools. While it is the principal who has responsibility for the day to day operations
of each school, the Corporation’s Board and CEO work closely with all principals to ensure that schools
perform well, and to provide strong governance and oversight.
Occupying a key leadership role in the Christian education sector, the CEO will lead the organisation with
vision and a clear strategy. A critical objective will be to develop and strengthen the governance model of
the Corporation to assist the schools to operate interdependently, delivering greater efficiency, more
interdependence and facilitating their alignment with the Corporation’s Christian mission.
The CEO will provide leadership through influence, engagement and communication across a range of
stakeholders. The CEO will lead a team that provides the enabling functions to the schools, including
human resources management, information technology, risk, finance, and education and mission.

The ideal candidate
The ideal candidate will be a proven executive with a track record of leadership and “followship” in
organisations of comparable scale, with a complex stakeholder environment. A background in education
is desirable, but not essential. The right candidate must have a passion for the education of young
minds, be a practising Christian and a current communicant of a Christian church.
For more information about Anglican Schools Corporation, visit: https://www.tasc.nsw.edu.au/home.
To apply, please email (indicating “ASC application” in the subject line) a short covering letter and CV on
or before 15 January 2021 to Kylie Harris, kylie@maritana-partners.com.
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